Implementation of evidence-based practice by standardized care plans: A study protocol
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ABSTRACT

Background: Patient records should both transfer and create knowledge about patients and their health care. A standardized care plan could be a way to implement evidence-based care directly in practice and improve the documentation in patient records. The aim of this study is to investigate and compare the development and implementation process of a standardized care plan in hospital and primary health care. A further aim is to evaluate the effects on the quality of documentation and the care given in two contexts. Methods and Analysis: Realistic evaluation will be used as a framework to investigate the implementation process. According to this framework, possible contexts, mechanisms, and outcomes in the study will be considered. The study will be performed in two contexts: an orthopedic clinic and primary health care centers. In both contexts, the two key mechanisms will be the same: the implementation process will be driven by internal facilitators (practitioners at the units) and the process will be guided by the Rules and Regulations for interoperability in the Health and Social Care specification, “National information structure for standardized care plans”. Two outcomes of the study will be studied: to investigate the development and implementation process by an evaluation of fidelity and to evaluate how a standardized care plan affects the quality of documentation and the use of evidence-based care. Discussion: Implementation of the SCP will probably meet the same resistance as implementation of guidelines. Documentation of care is an important but resource-consuming requirement in health care, a more standardized method of documenting is requested by health professionals. This project can provide insight into the complex process of developing and implement an SCP in different contexts, which will be useful in further implementation processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To implement evidence-based knowledge in health care is a responsibility and a challenge [1-3]. The goal of evidence-based care is to use the methods that do the most good. One way to implement evidence-based practice is by clinical guidelines [4], which provide evidence-based generic recommendations for best practice for a specific clinical domain [5,6]. The use of guidelines also means more opportunity for equal and comparable care [7]. Unfortunately, adherence to guidelines varies and sometimes different guidelines for the same clinical domain are used at the same clinic [7]. Reasons for the defective use of guidelines can be poor knowledge, lack of information, lack of personal experience, lack of feedback, lack of leadership, and/or lack of a culture to improve care [7].

Health care is an information-intensive activity and the patient record is one of the most important sources and tools for information management. The patient record should both transfer and create knowledge about the patient and their health care [8]. To meet these requirements, the documentation in the patient record must be systematic and rigorous, and standardized structures, terminologies, and classification systems must be used [8]. Earlier studies of nurses’ documentation showed deficiencies concerning data about, for example, nursing diagnosis and outcomes [9].

A standardized care plan (SCP) could be a way to implement evidence-based care directly in practice and improve the documentation in the patient records. In Sweden, the term SCP is used to describe a plan of health
care predefined on the basis of a defined knowledge base, describing recommended interventions for patients with one or more health problems [10]. In the literature, an SCP may be referred as a critical pathway, clinical pathway, care model, care map, evidence-based care guideline, or protocol [11]. In a review, Kinsman, Rotter, James, Snow and Willis [12] suggested the term clinical pathway to identify a structured evidence-based multidisciplinary plan of care. Three of the following four criteria must be fulfilled: the pathway must be used to translate guidelines or evidence into local structures; the pathway should comprise detailed steps for treatment or care; the pathway must have a time line; the pathway should aim to standardize care in one clinical domain [12]. Since SCP is a term used in Sweden this term will be used in this work.

In the Swedish Strategy for eHealth, work is taking place nationally to create and implement a Swedish information structure that is a generic description of the health and social care process encompassing the required information and an interdisciplinary terminology in health care [13]. A general specification defining SCP and the development and implementation of SCP exists in Sweden: Rules and Regulations for Interoperability in Health and Social Care (RIV, acronym in Swedish) [10] and work is ongoing to develop and test SCP around the country [14,15].

Earlier studies have shown that nurses perceive that SCPs increase their ability to provide the same quality of care to all patients and reduce the time spent on documentation as well as unnecessary documentation [14,16]. Pöder, Fogelberg-Dahm and Wadensten [17] found that perceived knowledge about evidence-based guidelines increased after implementation of SCP. According to Vanhaecht, De Witte, Panelle and Sermeus [18] clinical pathways support clinical processes and have a positive impact on coordination of care and organization of care processes.

The main factors that motivated nurses to implement SCPs [15] were that they were easy to understand and follow and corresponded to organizational norms. In the implementation process, internal facilitators acted as important educators, providing reminders to use the SCP and feedback to the SCP users. According to Hunter and Segrott [19], clinical pathways seem to achieve effects on clinical care and professional identities at the development stage. The aim of reducing documentation is often mentioned when clinical pathways are introduced.

Despite the regulation and positive effects of using SCP, the use of SCP in Swedish health care is not common and therefore it is useful to investigate the development and implementation process as well as the effects of the process. Contextual factors have a crucial role in how successful an implementation became. Matland [20] describe how conflicts and ambiguity can constitute both hindrance and possibilities for implementation of policies and guidelines. When implementing guidelines one has to accept that there will be conflicts and find a way to solve them. The ambiguity in a guideline gives scope for compromises which can facilitate the acceptance of a guideline. Therefore, it is relevant to study two different contexts and then compare them.

The aim of this study is to investigate and compare the development and implementation process of SCPs in hospital and primary health care. A further aim is to evaluate the effects on the quality of documentation and care given in two different contexts.

2. METHODS

2.1. Theoretical Framework

There are several different theories about implementation. The theories have different perspectives such as the individual, the context and social interaction, and the organization. For this study, we have chosen realistic evaluation as a framework to investigate the implementation process. Realistic evaluation aims to find out how a program works, for whom and under what circumstances, and can be based on methodological pluralism [21-23]. Realistic evaluation is guided by three themes: to understand the mechanisms through which the intervention produces change; to understand the contextual conditions necessary to trigger these mechanisms; and to develop outcome pattern predictions according to the context and mechanisms triggered [21]. The investigator initially considers possible contexts, mechanisms, and outcomes (CMO) to describe a program and then gathers data. The results are then used to revise the initial CMO propositions. This framework has been described previously in study protocols and research [22,24].

Because the starting point of this study is in real services and involves real health personnel, the causal mechanisms are embedded in the particular contexts and their social processes; realistic evaluation offers a way to describe and understand the complex relationship between mechanisms and the effect the context has on their practicability and outcomes.

2.2. Implementation Strategy

According to the realistic evaluation framework [21], initially CMOs in the study are considered (Table 1). The study will be performed in two different contexts (C). One context is an orthopedic clinic at one regional hospital in a county in the south of Sweden and the other context is 11 primary health care centers (PHCC) in another county in the south of Sweden where a university hospital is sited. The differences between the two contexts will be mapped and described. The main differ-
ences known so far are the types of health services that are offered and the experiences of using SCPs at an orthopedic clinic and a PHCC. At an orthopedic clinic, the patient is admitted for a limited time and around the clock. In a PHCC, the care process extends over unlimited time but is mostly performed during office hours and often, the patient has a high degree of comorbidity. At an orthopedic clinic, the personnel may have experience using SCPs, whereas use of SCPs is infrequent in PHCCs.

At an orthopedic clinic, an SCP for patients with hip fracture will be developed and implemented. In PHCCs, an SCP for patients with leg ulcers and patients with hypertension will be developed and implemented. The intention is to develop a multi-disciplinary SCP.

In both contexts, the two key mechanisms (M) will be the same. The first mechanism is that the process will be driven from a bottom-up perspective, whereby the implementation will be driven by internal facilitators who are practitioners at the units. A facilitator often acts as a change agent for the implementation of the SCP and the facilitator is believed to be central to successful implementation [22]. The second mechanism is that the process will be guided by the RIV specification “National information structure for standardized care plans” [10]. A RIV specification is an established method to describe IT support in a development project in Sweden. In the RIV specification, the development of an SCP is described as natural part of the work to develop care and make the care safer. It is also important that the base for an SCP is scientific, evidence-based, and experience-based knowledge and that the SCP is multi-professional. From the knowledge that the SCP is based on, the goal for healthcare should be identified as well as the interventions that are relevant.

Project groups of internal facilitators will be established to develop an SCP and implement it within the electronic patient record. At the orthopedic clinic, a multi-professional group will be established and at the PHCC, the project group will be formed by nurses. In these groups, one person with competence in informatics will be included as an external facilitator. The work of the group will be to develop an SCP according to the steps in the RIV specification [10] (Box 1).

The group will meet continually and the time to complete the mission will depend on the resources. IJ and ET will be included in the groups as mentors and will simultaneously act as researchers to study the process. The manager of the organization and medically responsible physicians will approve the SCP. To implement the SCP developed, it has to be integrated into the electronic patient record. The person with competence in informatics will be needed for this part of the development of the SCP.

To implement the SCP in everyday work on the ward and at the PHCC, internal facilitators will be used. IJ and ET will support the facilitators during the introduction and education. The facilitators will introduce and educate the staff on how to use the SCP according to the steps in the RIV specification [10] (Box 2). Before the implementation of SCP can begin, the introduction and approach must be thoroughly anchored at the manager. It appeared that the motivation for nurses to use the SCP was that it was easy to understand, consistent with applicable standards and regulations, and that the leadership had given their approval and that there was a clear division of roles in the implementation [15]. The facilitators will continue to support the teams to use SCP in their daily work, and evaluate the applicability of the SCP.

Beyond those two known mechanisms, several others mechanisms will work as triggers for fidelity and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: Orthopedic clinic</td>
<td>1. Internal facilitators responsible for development and implementation of the SCP at the units</td>
<td>Implementation process: To describe the implementation process in different contexts and evaluate fidelity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Primary health care centers</td>
<td>2. The development and implementation process will be guided by the RIV specification for SCP (Boxes 1 and 2)</td>
<td>Effect of SCP: How SCP affects the quality of documentation and the use of evidence-based care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Development of an SCP:**
- Establish a project group
- Make an inventory of available SCPs
- Decide if a new SCP shall be developed or an available SCP shall be used
- Identify and state which knowledge base shall be used
- Create an SCP
- Assure the quality of the content
- Approve the SCP
- Register the SCP

**Implementation of an SCP**
- Search for an SCP
- Assess/motivate/decide on an SCP
- Bring the SCP to the individual care plan
- Perform care according to the applied SCP
- Evaluate the applicability of the SCP
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outcomes [25,26]. These mechanisms will be investigated and as far as possible explained by using action research, described later in this article. The result of the investigation will describe the relationship between CMO rather than explain the causality [23].

The outcome (O) of the study will be studied in two phases: phase 1 will investigate the development and implementation process by evaluating fidelity; and phase 2 will evaluate how the SCP affects the quality of documentation and the use of evidence-based care.

2.3. Phase 1: Investigation of the Implementation Process

In realistic evaluation, mixed methods can be used [21,22]. To study the implementation process, action research will be used. Action research can be defined as: “The study of social situations carried out by those involved in that situation in order to improve their practice and the quality of their understanding” [27, p. 8]. In action research, the process starts by getting a group of people together who would like to do the work for their own purposes based on their experience. The focus will be twofold for the participants and the researcher: on the actions in the clinic and their own learning. These foci will be the source of different action-reflection cycles [28].

In the first cycle of the process, an SCP will be developed and implemented in the electronic patient record, Box 1. This will give an action-reflection cycle in which new knowledge obtained while developing the SCP may lead to changes in the care performed. In the second cycle, the SCP will be implemented in the everyday work on the ward, in the two parts in the RIV specification described earlier, Box 2. Implementing the SCP in daily practice will provide knowledge about the attitudes and behavior of the personnel when changes take place.

To study the implementation process, focus groups interviews will take place with the participating staff members and managers. These interviews will be recorded and transcribed before analysis. The implementation process will also be observed by the researcher using field notes and log books for the personnel responsible.

All personnel employed in the two care setting will also be invited to participate in an inquiry dealing with the prerequisites for implementing a specific routine, using a questionnaire originally developed for measuring the factors and prerequisites for implementing clinical guidelines on the basis of the Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Service (PARIHS) framework [29,30]. This inquiry will be repeated at the end of the project. After the implementation, the application of the SCP will be examined by auditing patient records.

The qualitative data from the focus groups interviews will be analyzed using Grounded Theory [31], a method often used to study social processes when action research is used. The quantitative data from the questionnaire will be analyzed by descriptive statistics in SPSS. Comparisons will be done between the two contexts.

2.4. Phase 2: Evaluation of the Effects of Using SCP

Examination of double documentation and adherence to evidence-based care in the electronic patient record will be done before and after the SCP is implemented. Electronic patient record will be collected during a 3-month period before the start of the project and for a 3-month period 1 year after the SCP has been implemented in the electronic record. Approximately 90 records from the orthopedic clinic and about 10 - 30 records per PHCC will be included depending on the patient group (i.e. patients with a leg ulcer or hypertension). A study-specific audit protocol appropriate for each patient group in which a SCP is created will be used. The audit protocol will be constructed by the authors based on the knowledge base for the SCP. The data collected from the electronic patient record will be analyzed using summative content analysis [32].

Focus group interviews will also take place before implementation and 6 - 12 months after implementation to evaluate the personnel’s experience of the usefulness of the information in the patient records and the effects of the SCP in their work after implementation; the interviews will be analyzed using conventional content analysis [32]. Comparisons will be done between the two contexts.

A summary description of the process, context, and planned studies for implementation of SCPs is given in Figure 1.

2.5. Ethical Considerations

To develop and implement SCPs should be part of the legal obligation of health care personnel to continuously update their knowledge and to transfer important information about the patient. Implementation of SCPs will not influence the possibility of the patient getting the right care at the right time, rather it will optimize the care given. No changes to or new methods of care and treatment will take place that are not verified by research or evidence-based knowledge.

The World Medical Association’s Declaration of Helsinki [33] and the Swedish Act on Ethical Review of Research Involving Humans [34] were taken into account for the study. Permission to carry out the study has been granted by a Regional Ethics Committee (Ref: 2010/670 and Ö 9-2011).

The participants will receive verbal and/or written in-
3. DISCUSSION

This article presents the theoretical and methodological considerations for designing a research study to evaluate the implementation of an SCP. Efforts to develop an SCP are a challenge because development means combining the views of multiple health professionals and accomplishing a joint health care agreement. Implementation of the SCP will probably meet the same resistance as implementation of guidelines [7,35]. Most health professionals know what guidelines are valid and should be used but then do not use them; colleagues and experiences are used instead. Physicians should discuss with each other how to tackle the discrepancy between guidelines and practice. Nurses use guidelines for an unknown problem but when they have learned how to solve the problem, they no longer use the guidelines [35]. A systematic evaluation of the implementation process considering the various and changing contexts of health care and the mechanisms embedded in social processes could provide one more piece in the puzzle of what makes an implementation successful.

Because documentation of care is an important but resource-consuming requirement in health care, a more standardized method of documenting is requested by health professionals. This project can provide insight into the complex process of developing and implementing an SCP in different contexts, which will be useful in further implementation processes. It could also increase our understanding of the barriers and possibilities in creating a generic model for interdisciplinary documentation of care, and evaluate the RIV specification [10] that will guide the process.
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